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MEMORANDUM TO COUNCIL 
 

 
To:  Mayor and City Council Members 
From:  Erin Reinders, City Manager 
Date:  November 9, 2021 
Re: City Manager Report 
 

 
Fiscal Sustainability: City Council had an in depth discussion regarding a permanent fund with APCM 
and City Staff on October 26. Key direction that was provided included: a $40 million starting amount, 
moderate growth allocation, and a plan to begin distribution at the three year point (starting in July of 
2024). Staff plans to meet with APCM folks on Monday, November 8, 2021 to discuss next steps. More 
to come on the Permanent Fund, the Emergency Fund and their related policies.  
 
Fiscal Impacts of Crab Closures and Reductions: Staff has been working with Fisheries Consultant, 
Frank Kelty, in an effort to estimate the FY 2022, and beyond, tax impact of the Bristol Bay Red King 
Crab closure and the Bering Sea Snow Crab 90% reduction in allocation. In an effort to do so we broke 
the process down into three steps: 
 

 Step I - identify the projected loss in sales tax  
 Step II - determine how our original fish landing tax revenue projection was calculated and then 

update for the latest information 
 Step III - determine how the State taxes are calculated and revise projections for FY 2023 and 

beyond 
 
Interim Finance Director, Jim Sharpe, has provided the following update on these steps.  
 
Step I - Through his various fisheries contacts, Mr. Kelty was able to determine specific inputs that have 
an impact on the amount of fuel purchased from the City of Unalaska, and therefore, the resulting tax. 
We also discussed how the closure/reduction would impact non-marine fuel sales within the City. 
Unfortunately, we were unable to gather sufficient information to determine what those impacts might be, 
both positive and negative. Marine fuel sales tax impact estimated at $610,000 reduction. 
 
Step II - Staff worked with Mr. Kelty to update fishery assumptions that were used to arrive at the FY 
2022 budget estimate of $4,200,000 for the local 2% landing tax. Through this process, we determined 
that there are some other factors that help the City, including a more robust Pollock B Season than 
expected. The State will formally release A Season allocations in mid-December; however, we were able 
to use information that Mr. Kelty has gleaned from his fishery contacts that provided more up-to-date 
information than what was used in January 2021. Estimated reduction in FY 2022 local 2% landing 
tax is $445,000. 
 
Step III - Staff continues to work with Mr. Kelty to determine this amount; however, this a more challenging 
process and will take a bit more time. We expect to have more information on this in the next month or 
so. 
 
Staff has estimated that the impact of the Bristol Bay Red King Crab closure and Bering Sea Snow Crab 
reduction to the City’s FY 2022 tax revenue to be $1,055,000.  
 
While this amount is not insignificant, the estimated loss will be at least partially offset by budget surpluses 
for the Alaska Fisheries Resource Landing and Alaska Fisheries Taxes. In September, the City received 
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nearly $4,550,000 from the State for the Alaska Fisheries Resource Landing Tax, which exceeds the 
budget by approximately $650,000, and the City will receive an additional amount in the spring of 2022. 
 
Furthermore, Mr. Kelty spoke with the City’s State lobbyist Dianne Blumer regarding the Alaska Fisheries 
Tax, which is budgeted at $3,300,000 for FY 2022. While Ms. Blumer did not know the amount the City 
of Unalaska would receive, she did state it would be at least $3,600,000, which exceeds the FY 2022 
budget by $300,000. 
 
When all FY 2022 fish taxes are evaluated, the impact is summarized as follows: 
 

Reduction in Sales Tax ($610,000) 
Reduction in Local Landing Tax (445,000) 
Alaska Resource Landing Tax surplus 650,000 
Alaska Business Fisheries Tax surplus  300,000 

 Total net impact ($105,000) 
 
NTSB Investigation Update: The NTSB held a virtual public meeting on Tuesday, November 2 
regarding the investigation into the 2019 airport accident. The only item was Investigation Report—
Runway Overrun During Landing, Peninsula Aviation Services Inc., d.b.a. PenAir flight 3296, Saab 2000, 
N686PA, Unalaska, Alaska, October 17, 2019. I have attached the meeting abstract which outlines a 
summary of what happened and the probable cause, 17 findings and 10 recommendations. I suspect the 
findings and recommendations will delay the plans for Aleutian Air and the Saabs. The State’s Airport 
Master Plan was mentioned in the meeting, specifically EMAS system that is currently the preferred 
alternative. The plan focuses on a 150 foot by 150 foot EMAS on both sides of the runway. This includes 
access along the sides of the EMAS and allows for 4,350 feet of useable runway. The statement was 
made that the EMAS would have stopped this plane overrunning the runway. Our State and Federal 
lobbyists are aware of these activities, and our Federal Lobbyist are adding this to our trip memo. 
 
Environmental Assessment Grant: The Planning Department issued an RFP for environmental 
consulting services in preparation of an application to the EPA for an environmental assessment grant. 
If awarded, the $500,000 grant can be used to sample property suspected of contamination, as well as 
to assist with redevelopment/development plans for contaminated property. Proposals were received 
from two consulting firms, Stantec Associates and SLR Consulting. Both are worldwide companies with 
offices in Alaska. Both proposals were strong in terms of services for applying to the EPA as well as 
implementing/administering the grant and associated program. Stantec stood apart because it offered 
the grant writing component of the contract at zero cost to the city. SLR’s proposal would have cost the 
city $40,000 for the grant writing. The next step is to work with Stantec to provide needed information for 
the grant submittal which is due December 1, 2021. This was the grant opportunity that was mentioned 
during the update from the Federal lobbyist team. 
 
Directives to the City Manager: There are two outstanding directives, both progressing as outlined 
below. 
 
 Cost Benefit Analysis for Captains Bay Road Project (March 30, 2021). Progressing. The directive 

reads, “Implement a cost-benefit analysis for the proposed road improvements and utility expansion 
for Captains Bay Road.” The Public Works Director has provided the following update on this analysis. 
HDR Engineering conducted on-site stakeholder interviews and a meeting with Public Works staff 
October 6-9. Stakeholders interviewed include Matson, Westward Seafoods, APL, Kloosterboer, 
Alaska Chadux Network, North Pacific Fuel, Pacific Stevedoring, Offshore Systems, Inc., Trident, and 
Roger Rowland. Maintenance and operating costs as well as potential benefits were discussed with 
each stakeholder. Accident locations, rock fall locations, and pedestrian safety issues were reviewed. 
HDR is in contact with DPS for more detail on Captains Bay Road traffic incidents. Since returning to 
Anchorage, HDR began the analysis by developing an initial list of project benefits that could be 
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potentially realized including reduced road maintenance costs, reduced vehicle maintenance costs, 
improved safety, travel time savings, reduced emissions, residual value of assets, and avoided road 
closures. HDR Economists are reviewing the input from the stakeholder meetings to assess the 
degree to which the data available will support the quantification of benefits. The cost-benefit model 
template is under development which incorporates information and data obtained through the initial 
interviews with stakeholders. A review of potential funding sources for non-transportation projects 
was also reviewed to identify possible funding sources for the utilities component of the roadway 
improvements. Economists are also assessing potential for quantification of the utilities benefits. In 
the past 2 weeks, HDR met with City Staff to discuss project phasing and costs. Follow-up meetings 
with HDR are planned. HDR reached out to DPS to further discuss accident history along CBR. And, 
HDR is also scheduling a meeting with DPW staff to finalize project phasing options and to have an 
initial discussion of project benefits in mid-November. 
 

 Haystack Communications Site (July 27, 2021). Progressing. The directive reads, “Start the process 
to terminate leases on Haystack for communications and work to upgrade and allow equal access to 
facilities for communications on Haystack with new leases.” This directive was issued after Public 
Comment by OptimERA representatives at the City Council Meeting. Available space (that is not 
already leased or has an easement across it) is limited on Haystack, and OptimERA had previously 
requested a lease agreement in a place that was leased to another entity. The Planning Director has 
provided the following status report on this directive. Staff presented an update of the current complex 
situation on Haystack at the September 14 Council work session and again in Executive Session on 
October 26, 2021. Staff is pursuing the legal options available to address Alascom/AT&T’s perpetual 
easement and preparing to call TelAlaska and Alascom concerning their leases. City Council 
indicated its preference for calling the telecoms and requesting they voluntarily revise / amend their 
leases and/or lease areas. OptimERA requested a new tower lease application, which was sent to 
them on Friday, October 15, 2021. Staff has not received a completed application as of November 4, 
2021. Staff continues to move forward with the city attorney to clean up leases on Haystack. 
 



NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD 
Virtual Meeting of November 2, 2021 

(Information subject to editing) 
 

Runway Overrun During Landing 
Unalaska, Alaska 
October 17, 2019 

DCA20MA002 

This is a synopsis from the NTSB’s report and does not include the Board’s rationale for 
the findings, probable cause, and safety recommendations. NTSB staff is currently 
making final revisions to the report from which the attached findings and safety 
recommendations have been extracted. The final report and pertinent safety 
recommendation letters will be distributed to recommendation recipients as soon as 
possible. The attached information is subject to further review and editing to reflect 
changes adopted during the Board meeting. 

Executive Summary 

What Happened 

On October 17, 2019, a Saab 2000 airplane, operated by Peninsula Aviation Services 

Inc. d.b.a. PenAir flight 3296, overran the end of runway 13 at Unalaska Airport (DUT), 

Unalaska, Alaska. The flight crew executed a go-around during the first approach to 

runway 13; the airplane then entered the traffic pattern for a second landing attempt 

on the same runway. Shortly before landing, the flight crew learned that the wind at 

midfield was from 300° at 24 knots, indicating that a significant tailwind would be 

present during the landing. Because an airplane requires more runway length to 

decelerate and stop when a tailwind is present during landing, a landing in the 

opposite direction (on runway 31) would have favored the wind at the time. However, 

the flight crew continued with the plan to land on runway 13.  

Our postaccident calculations showed that, when the airplane touched down on the 

runway, the tailwind was 15 knots. The captain reported after the accident that the 

initial braking action after touchdown was normal but that, as the airplane traveled 

down the runway, the airplane had “zero braking” despite the application of maximum 

brakes. The airplane subsequently overran the end of the runway and the adjacent 

300-ft runway safety area (RSA), which was designed to reduce airplane damage during 

an overrun, and came to rest beyond the airport property. The airplane was 

substantially damaged during the runway overrun; as a result, of the 3 crewmembers 

and 39 passengers aboard, 1 passenger sustained fatal injuries, and 1 passenger 
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sustained serious injuries. Eight passengers sustained minor injuries, most of which 

occurred during the evacuation, and the remaining 32 occupants were not injured. 

What We Found 

Postaccident examination of the airplane’s antiskid brake system found that the wire 

harnesses for the left main landing gear (MLG) wheel speed transducers were 

incorrectly routed; the harness that should have been routed to the left inboard wheel 

was instead routed to the left outboard wheel (and vice versa). As a result of the 

incorrect (crossed) wiring, the antiskid system performance was substantially 

compromised. Specifically, during most of the landing rollout, the left outboard tire 

was in a skid. However, because of the crossed wiring, the antiskid system perceived 

that the left inboard wheel was skidding and released the brake pressure to that wheel 

and the right inboard wheel (due to the paired-wheel design of the antiskid system). 

The system also perceived that the left outboard wheel was operating properly, even 

though the tire was skidding. As a result, the left outboard tire continued to skid and 

then burst, causing an additional loss of MLG wheel braking.   

The incorrect wheel speed transducer wiring most likely occurred during the overhaul 

of the left MLG at the landing gear manufacturer’s facility in January 2017, more than 

2.5 years before the accident. This cross-wiring condition was not discovered until after 

the accident in part because the airplane was not in revenue service between the time 

of left MLG overhaul and PenAir’s first revenue flight in June 2019. Also, the antiskid 

system does not generate a fault based on incorrect wiring. For a cross-wiring 

condition to potentially be detected, a significant skid event would have to occur for 

more than 2 seconds (based on the antiskid system’s logic) and not be relieved. Saab’s 

design of the wheel speed transducer wire harnesses did not consider that the 

harnesses could be incorrectly installed during maintenance and overhaul. In addition, 

three incidents that we investigated showed the potential for cross-wiring of antiskid 

system components in other airplane types. 

The airplane should have had the landing performance capability to stop within the 

landing distance available on runway 13 or the RSA distance given the airplane’s 

energy state, MLG touchdown location, environmental conditions, and runway surface 

conditions. However, the Saab 2000 could not tolerate the loss of MLG wheel braking 

in excess of 50%. Thus, the combined loss of left and right inboard and left outboard 

MLG wheel braking prevented the flight crew from stopping the airplane on the 

runway. 

During postaccident interviews, the flight crewmembers stated that they were aware of 

the airplane manufacturer’s 15-knot tailwind limit but thought that the reported wind 

direction and speed (300° at 24 knots) did not warrant a change of the runway for 

landing. The flight crew’s continuation with the planned landing on runway 13 despite 
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the knowledge of a tailwind that exceeded the manufacturer’s limit was inappropriate 

and was consistent with plan continuation bias, which is an unconscious cognitive bias 

to continue with an original plan despite changing conditions.  

Further, we found that PenAir designated DUT as an airport that required a 

company-specific qualification for pilots-in-command (PIC) because of the surrounding 

terrain and complex approach and departure procedures. At the time that PenAir 

qualified the accident captain as a PIC to operate at DUT (about 2 months before the 

accident), he did not meet the total flight time in the Saab 2000 that the company’s PIC 

airport qualification policy required. Because PenAir allowed the captain to operate at 

DUT without gaining the experience that the company’s policy intended, the captain 

might not have fully understood the challenges associated with landing the Saab 2000 

at the airport.  

In addition, we found that the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) approved PenAir’s 

use of the Saab 2000 on DUT runway 13/31 without considering whether the RSA at 

the airport was suitable, according to FAA guidance, for an airplane with the approach 

speed and size of the Saab 2000. No evidence indicated that either PenAir or the FAA 

was aware of the RSA standards for the Saab 2000 or the inconsistency between the 

standards and the existing RSA dimensions at DUT. Further, neither PenAir nor the FAA 

considered potential mitigations to ensure that the Saab 2000 could safely operate at 

the airport.  

Probable Cause 

We determined that the probable cause of this accident was the landing gear 

manufacturer’s incorrect wiring of the wheel speed transducer harnesses on the left 

MLG during overhaul. The incorrect wiring caused the antiskid system not to function 

as intended, resulting in the failure of the left outboard tire and a significant loss of the 

airplane’s braking ability, which led to the runway overrun. Contributing to the accident 

were (1) Saab’s design of the wheel speed transducer wire harnesses, which did not 

consider and protect against human error during maintenance; (2) the FAA’s lack of 

consideration of the RSA dimensions at DUT during the authorization process that 

allowed the Saab 2000 to operate at the airport; and (3) the flight crewmembers’ 

inappropriate decision, due to their plan continuation bias, to land on a runway with a 

reported tailwind that exceeded the airplane manufacturer’s limit. The safety margin 

was further reduced because of  PenAir’s failure to correctly apply its 

company-designated PIC airport qualification policy, which allowed the accident 

captain to operate at one of the most challenging airports in PenAir’s route system with 

limited experience at the airport and in the Saab 2000. 
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What We Recommended 

As a result of this investigation, we recommended that the FAA and the European 

Union Aviation Safety Agency review system safety assessments for landing gear 

systems on currently certificated transport-category airplanes to determine whether 

the assessments evaluated and mitigated human error that could lead to cross-wiring 

of antiskid brake system components, including the wheel speed transducers, and then 

require transport-category airplane manufacturers without such assessments to 

implement mitigations. We also recommended that the FAA and the European Union 

Aviation Safety Agency require system safety assessments addressing the landing gear 

antiskid system for the certification of future transport-category airplane designs; the 

certification should ensure that the system safety assessments evaluate and mitigate 

the potential for human error that can lead to a cross-wiring error. Further, we 

recommended that Saab redesign the wheel speed transducer wire harnesses for the 

Saab 2000 to prevent the harnesses from being installed incorrectly during 

maintenance and overhaul and that the FAA and the European Union Aviation Safety 

Agency require organizations that design, manufacture, and maintain aircraft to 

establish a safety management system. 

We also recommended that the FAA notify certificate management team personnel 

about the circumstances of this accident and emphasize the importance of detecting 

and mitigating the safety risks that can result when certificate holders experience 

significant organizational change, such as bankruptcy, acquisition, and merger, all of 

which PenAir was experiencing for more than 2 years before the accident. We further 

recommended that the FAA revise agency guidance to include a formalized transition 

procedure to be used during a changeover of certificate management team personnel 

responsible for overseeing a certificate holder that is undergoing significant 

organizational change to ensure that incoming personnel are fully aware of potential 

safety risks.  

In addition, we recommended that the FAA include the runway design code for 

runways of intended use among the criteria assessed when authorizing a scheduled air 

carrier to operate its airplanes on a regular basis at an airport certificated under 

Title 14 Code of Federal Regulations Part 139.  

Findings 

1. None of the following were factors in this accident: (1) flight crew qualifications 
and airplane certification, which were in accordance with US regulations; 
(2) flight crew medical conditions; and (3) the airworthiness of the airplane’s 
structures and engines. 
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2. The flight crew’s decision to land on a runway with a reported tailwind that 
exceeded the airplane manufacturer’s limit was intentional, inappropriate, and 
indicative of plan continuation bias. 

3. The captain demonstrated inadequate aeronautical decision-making skills 
regarding which runway to use for landing and a lack of flight deck leadership 
by continuing the landing to a runway with a significant tailwind. 

4. The evacuation delay for the crewmembers and some passengers was 
reasonable given the need to provide emergency medical attention to the 
critically injured passenger, and the emergency response was timely and 
effective. 

5. The incorrect routing of the wheel speed transducer wire harnesses most likely 
occurred during the landing gear manufacturer’s overhaul of the left main 
landing gear and was undetected by PenAir because such incorrect routing 
cannot be discovered unless a significant unrelieved skid event happens. 

6. As a result of the crossed wiring of the left main landing gear (MLG) wheel speed 
transducers, the antiskid system responded to the left outboard tire skid by 
completely releasing the brake pressure to the left and right MLG inboard 
wheels.  

7. Because the antiskid system could not alleviate the left main landing gear (MLG) 
outboard tire skid, the tire subsequently burst and resulted in an additional loss 
of MLG wheel braking. 

8. The Saab 2000 could tolerate all the conditions at the time of the accident 
except for a loss of main landing gear (MLG) wheel braking in excess of 50%; 
thus, the combined loss of left and right inboard and left outboard MLG wheel 
braking prevented the flight crew from stopping the airplane on the runway. 

9. A more robust design for the Saab 2000 wheel speed transducer wire harnesses 
that protects against human error could mitigate the potential for the incorrect 
installation of the harnesses.  

10. The potential for cross-wiring of wheel speed transducer harnesses during 
installation or maintenance exists for other airplane types. 

11. Safety management systems for aircraft designers, manufacturers, and repair 
stations would help identify and manage safety risks that current safety 
processes might not effectively mitigate. 
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12. PenAir’s decision to allow the captain to operate at Unalaska Airport as a 
pilot-in-command (PIC) without meeting the PIC airport qualification criteria was 
inconsistent with company policy to ensure the necessary skill and experience 
level to operate at the airport. 

13. The captain might not have fully understood the challenges associated with 
landing the Saab 2000 at Unalaska Airport because he had not achieved the 
experience that the company-designated pilot-in-command airport qualification 
policy intended. 

14. Deficiencies associated with PenAir’s safety management system decreased its 
effectiveness and resulted in reduced pilot feedback to management about 
safety concerns. 

15. The Federal Aviation Administration’s oversight of PenAir during the 2 years 
before the accident was insufficient to identify safety risks resulting from the 
company’s bankruptcy, reduced route structure, loss of experienced pilots, 
acquisition, and merger.  

16. The accident airplane would have been able to stop within a runway safety area 
that was suitable for the approach speed and size of the Saab 2000. 

17. During the process of authorizing an air carrier to operate its aircraft at specific 
airports, the consideration of runway safety area dimensions for runways of 
intended use could help increase the aircraft’s margin of safety if a runway 
excursion were to occur.  

Recommendations 

To the Federal Aviation Administration: 

1. Identify all currently certificated transport-category airplanes for which 
system safety assessments for landing gear systems did not consider human 
error that could lead to cross-wiring of antiskid brake system components, 
including the wheel speed transducers, and require manufacturers of 
transport-category airplanes without such assessments to perform the 
assessments and then implement mitigations to prevent cross-wiring of 
antiskid brake system components. 

2. Require the submission and consideration of system safety assessments 
addressing the landing gear antiskid system for the certification of future 
transport-category airplane designs. The certification should ensure that the 
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system safety assessments are consistent with the intent of Advisory 
Circular 25.1309, System Design and Analysis, and that the assessments 
evaluate and mitigate the potential for human error that can lead to a 
cross-wiring error.  

3. Require organizations that design, manufacture, and maintain aircraft to 
establish a safety management system. 

4. Notify principal operations inspectors and frontline managers about the 
circumstances of this accident and emphasize the importance of existing 
Federal Aviation Administration guidance for detecting and mitigating the 
safety risks that can result when certificate holders experience significant 
organizational change, such as high personnel turnover, a reduction to route 
structures or flight schedules, bankruptcy, acquisition, and merger. 

5. Revise Order 8900.1, Flight Standards Information Management System, to 
include a formalized transition procedure to be used during a changeover of 
certificate management team personnel responsible for overseeing a 
certificate holder that is undergoing significant organizational change (for a 
reason described in volume 6, chapter 2, section 18 of the order) to ensure 
that incoming personnel are fully aware of potential safety risks. 

6. Include the runway design code for runways of intended use among the 
criteria assessed when authorizing a scheduled air carrier to operate its 
airplanes on a regular basis at an airport certificated under Title 14 Code of 
Federal Regulations Part 139. 

To the European Union Aviation Safety Agency: 

7. Identify all currently certificated transport-category airplanes for which 
system safety assessments for landing gear systems did not consider human 
error that could lead to cross-wiring of antiskid brake system components, 
including the wheel speed transducers, and require manufacturers of 
transport-category airplanes without such assessments to perform the 
assessments and then implement mitigations to prevent cross-wiring of 
antiskid brake system components. 

8. Require the submission and consideration of system safety assessments 
addressing the landing gear antiskid system for the certification of future 
transport-category airplane designs. The certification should ensure that the 
system safety assessments are consistent with the intent of Acceptable 
Means of Compliance 25.1309, Systems Design and Analysis, and that the 
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assessments evaluate and mitigate the potential for human error that can 
lead to a cross-wiring error. 

9. Require organizations that design, manufacture, and maintain aircraft to 
establish a safety management system. 

To Saab: 

10. Redesign the wheel speed transducer wire harnesses for the Saab 2000 
airplane to prevent the harnesses from being installed incorrectly during 
maintenance and overhaul.  
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